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The determination of organic pollutants in seawater is a serious problem, as their concentrations
in the water column are typical in the fg - ng/L range. Available methods therefore includes extensive
sampling and laboratory work. The development of simple sampling techniques for organochlorines (e.g.
passive sampling with semipermeable membrane device (SPMD), mussel watch) is required.

Three methods for the measurement of trace organochlorines in seawater were investigated 1) the
filtration (GF/F) and extraction (XAD-2 resin) of seawater with an in-situ pumping system [1], 2)
biological-accumulation by mussels (mytilus edulis) and 3) passive sampling with SPMD.

The study was carried out over a period of 8 weeks in September 1997. The mussels and the
SPMD were deployed side by side at 15 m depth in the Kiel Bay (Baltic Sea). Subsamples (triple) were
taken every week, at the same time discrete samples with the KISP (Fig. 1) were collected.

The extraction of the material, the sample clean-up procedures and gas chromatographic
measurements were carried out by standard methods for the determination of chlorobiphenyls (CB) in
seawater [2].

FIG. 1 KIEL in-situ Pump 1: Filter holder, 2: standard power pack housing, 3: housing for electronic, 4:
resin holder, 5: pump, 6: flow rate counter, a,b,c:
cable connections

The KISP was the only system, that can separate the dissolved and particular forms.
Concentration of ZCBS (sum of 17 congeners) in solution varied between 2 - 8 pg/L and in suspension
The concentrations of ZCBS in mussels were between 100 - 480 ng/g lipid material, with no obvious
trend during the experiment. In comparison the SPMD was less variable at each sample date and
between 40 - 55 pg/L. This suggests that suspended organic matter was the dominant carrier for these
relatively apolar substances. These concentrations are in the typical range for the Baltic Sea [3].

The concentrations of 2CBs in mussels were between 100-480 ng/g lipid material with no
obvious trend during the experiment. In compaarison the SPMD was less variable at each sample date
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and show a strong increase ( 5.8 ng/g lipid after 7 days to 38.5 ng/g lipid after 60 days, corrected with
blanks) during sampling period. The blank values of the SPMD were very low (about 1 -2 ng/g) and
reproducible. At the end of the experiment the SPMD material and the container was strong covered with
algae. This raises the issue that biofouling can affect the SPMD material and the SPMD kinetics.

CB compositions were similar in all sample types, but not identical (Fig. 2.) The strongest
contributions in mussels originate from CB No. 138 and 153. The lower chlorinated CBS dominated in
solution. The composition in SPMD was most similar to the particulate composition.
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Fig. 2 Mol % contributions of individual CBS to their sum in solution, suspension, mussels and SPMD.
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